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Abstract

Japan’s lost decade(s) ushered in a new era of economic and societal malaise, marked by a shrinking population, an increased proportion of elderly people, inequality, neo-nationalism(s), uncertainty, and isolation. This project seeks to understand how Japan is trying to address these issues and reconstruct itself from the lost decade(s) with the use of artificial intelligence (jinkou chihou) and robotics along with the societal implications of this technology. This interdisciplinary research utilizes innovative, historical narratives (Morris-Suzuki, 1988; Hornyak, 2006), and the socio-cultural milieu of Japan and its traditions (Allison, 2013; Katsuno, 2010) to further appreciate and acknowledge Japanese perspectives and thought on AI and robotics and their uses. Furthermore, investigating government-issued publications (Innovation 25; New Robot Strategy; Japan Revitalization Strategy), and contemporary literature by AI field experts (Harari, 2017; Bostrom, 2017; Frase, 2016), this paper argues that Japan’s futurist visions do not take into account the problematic ramifications of AI. In so doing, this paper critically reimagines a best response and re-envisioning of an unfolding and possible future. Research findings may also hold significance in other cultural and national contexts, particularly in nations with shrinking and aging populations, class stratification, and ethnic and techno-nationalism(s).
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TIMELINE

1603-1868  *Karakuri Ningyo* puppets are used during the Edo period for entertainment and religious ceremonies.

1929  *Gakutensoku* is the first robot created in Japan, with the ability to move its head and hands.

1945  World War II and Japan’s imperial project (1890-1945) are brought to an end, ushering in a new period away from a militaristic expansionist agenda and toward technological nation-building.

1950  Alan Turing proposes the Turing Test.

1970  The first anthropomorphic robot, the WABOT-1 is built at Waseda University in Japan. This robot consists of a limb-control, vision and conversation system.

1974  Engineer Masahiro Mori releases Buddha in the Robot, discussing the metaphysical implications of robotics.

1989  Japan’s asset bubble bursts, sending Japan into a generation-long stagnation.

2000  The UN estimates there are 742,500 industrial robots worldwide, with over half located in Japan.¹

2012  8.7 billion devices are connected to the internet.²

2015  *New Robot Strategy* is issued, positioning Japan to become an AI and robotic nation ahead of the Tokyo 2020 Olympics.

Experts predict that an AI world will occur within the 21st century, and AI will outperform humans in translation, writing, and trucks within the next 10 years.³

---


Japan hosts its first robot wedding.  

2016  

Lee Sedol is defeated by AlphaGo, an artificially intelligent system designed by a team of researchers at DeepMind, owned by Google.

_The Day a Computer Writes a Novel_ comes close to winning a Japanese national book award, bringing AI to new heights in the creative frontier.

2017  

Japan grants residency to robot, Shibuya (freedom).

---


## GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artificial Intelligence (AI)</strong></td>
<td>The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General AI</strong></td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence that can perform any task that a human can perform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Intelligence</strong></td>
<td>The mental capacity to learn from experience, adapt to new situations, to handle abstract concepts. This includes high levels of motivation and self-awareness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intelligence Explosion</strong></td>
<td>AI improves itself, exceeding the intellectual potential on human intelligence by great magnitudes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrow AI</strong></td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence that focuses on specifically solving one problem.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Superintelligence**     | Machines that exponentially surpass humans in general intelligence.  

**Trans-humanism**  
The belief that humans can evolve beyond their current physical and mental limitations, especially by means of science and technological advancements.

**Technological Singularity**  
Made popular by the works of Ray Kurzweil, this refers to superintelligence that will result in unimaginable changes to human beings, their abilities, and ecosystems.

**Techno-nationalism**  
The use of technologies for purposes of developing a national(ist) project. It is also how technology affects society and culture of a nation.

**Turing Test**  
A test measure to determine whether a machine can demonstrate human intelligence in thoughts, actions, and language.

---


Introduction

Artificial Intelligence, particularly the fields of machine learning and robotics, is having a transformational impact on societies around the world. Massive amounts of computational power with the access to large structured and unstructured volumes of data sets has fueled the technological revolution in the early twenty-first century, in major areas such as health, science, military, transportation, and economics. Its power and presence will only magnify in the years and decades ahead as we continue to improve upon machines and their capabilities. Despite such promise, many scientists and philosophers are deeply concerned about the implementation and use of advanced machines that not only exceeds human intelligence (superintelligence), but can do tasks better and more cheaply than their human counterparts. Such usage, they warn, can also lead to a range of possible future scenarios—many of which are dystopic, broken, and unequal—i.e. systems penetrated by non-state actors with a motive to manipulate elections and/or kill others (or everyone via nuclear codes). Furthermore, the development of algorithms and machines raises questions about what it means to be human and what the physical and spiritual future of life may encompass, especially if machines can exhibit sentience, including self-awareness (with further potential for a deep-learning system that could give rise to human consciousness) and the ability to detect and respond to human emotions in real time.¹⁰

Utopian and dystopian tales abound, and the issues are the subject of intense debate. For now, human-level artificial general intelligence and superintelligence remains in its infancy. Today’s AI is properly referred to as narrow AI, which can outperform humans but only in a specific and narrow task. Whether or not we will engineer our own extinction is difficult to

predict, but it is imminent that machines will outperform humans at everything and the intelligence explosion is possible.\(^{11}\)

Oxford’s Future of Humanity Institute in 2015 surveyed AI researchers to answer when an AI-centric world would occur. North American researchers predicted that AI will outperform humans in 74 years, while researchers from the Asia region expected it could happen much sooner, in only 30 years time. That may be because it is already being deployed in East Asian countries in ways unbeknownst to their western counterparts, especially in Japan.\(^{12,13}\)

Japan is a country that is embarking on a robot revolution and an AI future ahead of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. Government and private sector publications on AI indicate a utopian vision and tone of confidence in AI’s ability to address an aging and shrinking population, labor shortages, and even moral and social decay, which began in the 1990s. This project contextualizes—both historically and culturally—how Japan developed its affinity towards AI and some of the positive usages at the time. At the same time, this research examines the dangerous consequences of ignoring the fallout from the lost decade and of Japan’s nostalgic vision of AI. Indeed, Japan is ignoring possible problems involved in the adoption of these evolutionary technologies. This essay argues that the implementation and social integration of algorithms and advanced machines will pose social and ethical challenges and negative consequences to the nation and its citizens in the post-postwar period, outweighing its benefits.\(^{14}\)

---

11 It was first described In John Good Irving’s work in 1965, *Speculations* concerning the first ultra-intelligent machine.
14 Japan’s AI budget is far less than the US and China, at an approximate $720 million according to the draft budget. The US budget is estimated at 500 billion yen, and 450 billion by
Literature Review

Contemporary Japan faces a multitude of challenges, which first surfaced during the lost decade(s) of the 1990’s. This period disturbed the socio-economic stability and sense of home in the lives of its citizens. While it ushered in a period of broken human connectivity, it was precisely during this period that scientists began creating humanoid robots to interact with humans and enable more intimate relationships between humans and machines. Katsuno (2011) examines the concept of **kokoro** (heart, mind embodiment) in machines, to establish heart-to-heart relationships and emotional touch.\(^\text{15}\) It is not coincidental that humanoid robots and **kokoro** emerged during the lost decade to help restore a sense of lost humanity.


\[^{15}\]Shinkawa Shin’ichi introduces Honda’s humanoid robot, Asimo. “I want to tour all over Japan with this robot, giving children dreams . . . I want to use this robot to rescue children from suicide and social withdrawal. The robot can do it. Look at the smiles in this picture. That says everything! Most children nowadays in Japan don’t smile like this, because they lack space in their hearts (**kokoro ni yoyu ga nai**) due to their academic mindsets focused on entrance exams and the accompanying reduction in intimate, human relationships (**ningenkankei ga kihaku ni naru**). In this condition, they don’t have dreams to sustain their lives . . . [But] when people actually see a robot with their own eyes, they often say to me, ‘The robot looks alive!’ They have a vision of something that transcends our reality, something that lies beyond us . . . I think they feel the heart in the robot (**robotto ni kokoro wo kanjiteiru**). And this means that they restore and even develop imagination and sensitivities, heart and humanity in their interactions with the robot. The robot has such amazing, magical power. Hirofumi Katsuno, "The Robot's Heart: Tinkering with Humanity and Intimacy in Robot-Building," *Japanese Studies* 31, no. 1 (2011): 106, accessed April 1, 2018, doi:10.1080/10371397.2011.560259.
pronouncements are optimistic and reflect a utopian re-visioning of the future and a necessary component of Japan and world’s evolutions. They also express hope at restoring a sense of lost humanity. Furthermore, the publications reflect earlier reports dating back to the early post-war period, as the country began preparing and manufacturing its new technological advancements. The early publications, including the Industrial Structure Council’s reports (1969, 1981) were also utopian in tone as articulated by Morris-Suzuki (1988). However, less attention has been given to the ways in which artificial intelligence can create or be used to harness unfavorable disruptions and destruction.

The recent works of AI field experts provide cautionary assessments of an AI-centric future where the landscape of threats is increasing, and whereby creating the conditions to mitigate negative effects and ethical consequences, especially as AI begins to exceed human capabilities in ways that we haven’t yet fully imagined, become more urgent. Harari (2017) postulates that an AI future will bring about a useless class of humans, humans who are neither employed nor employable. Frase (2016) and Bostrom (2017) rely on probability theory to navigate possible scenarios and also to argue that AI threatens humanity in the near and distant futures.

If AI truly poses a threat to humanity, social relations, and labor, then Japan’s utopian vision of transformational change and a robotics future deserves further scrutiny. Japan is failing to fully consider the possible problems that AI creates, particularly in a country that is already one of the most automated in the world, with one of the highest densities in robotics. Do AI’s benefits outweigh its consequences in a Japanese context or vice-versa? That is what I hope to answer in the following pages and sections.

Internal Machines and Historical Developments
In this section, my analysis investigates the historical and socio-cultural developments that have made it possible for the development and commercialization of this dynamic and fast-changing sector. In particular, I explore this question: How did Japan come to develop an affinity for AI and robotics as well as a utopian vision of an AI-centered world? Furthermore, I scrutinize Japan’s long-term economic stagnation that ensued from the lost decade(s), which contrasts to Japan’s earlier global prowess. This examination helps us to understand how Japan got to where it is today, with social classes becoming more unequal country and life more precarious. To discuss the rebuilding of contemporary Japan via technological efforts, it is first essential to examine the lost decade(s) and the social and economic malaise that it brought about, which continues into the present day.

To begin, Japan has a long tradition with machines dating back to the 17\textsuperscript{th} century. \textit{Karakuri ningyo} (からくり人形) were traditional mechanical puppets dating back from the Edo period (1603-1868) used at festivals to tell stories and perform dances from Japanese history and legends, and to serve tea.\textsuperscript{16} They took on a techno-religious component as well, embodying the \textit{kami} (spirits or natural forces like rivers or mountains) in the Shinto tradition. The use of machines in Japan illustrated a difference with Western societies in that period utilizing the advancement of automata for scientific knowledge as opposed to art and sociable development, if not religious and scientific compatibility and synergy.\textsuperscript{17}

The Edo period would come to an end after Commodore Perry forced Japan to open relations with the West in 1854, ushering in a new period of economic and technological growth.

\textsuperscript{16} The \textit{karakuri} is still existent today in many festivals throughout Japan, including at the Kamezaki Shiohi Matsuri where tribute is made to the late Emperor Jinmu.

The restoration of the emperor under the Meiji shifted national priorities, and Japan was reconstructed into a modern nation-state. The newly-established government took initiatives to advance industrial development via western modernization under *shokusan-kogyo* (encourage industry) and *fukoku kyohei* (enrich the country, strengthen the military). The effects of the modernization project could be felt in the early decades of the twentieth century as the country continued to become more acutely aware of the immense power of technology and industrialization, particularly in the face of war.\(^\text{18}\)

The word *robot* was first introduced into Japan in 1921 with R.U.R (Rossum’s’s Universal Robots), a play by Czech writer, Karl Capek about the creation of humanlike machines who turn on their masters and come to dominate the human race.\(^\text{19}\) It was staged in Tokyo’s *Tsukiji* Little Theater in 1924, titled *Jinzo Ningen* (Artificial human).\(^\text{20}\) Science fiction stories, films, and the first creations of early robots in Europe and the US a few years later in 1927 prompted discussion and intrigue in Japan as well an early boom in robotics. *Gakutensoku* (*學天則*, learning from natural law) was created by Makoto Nishimura to celebrate the crowning of Emperor Hirohito (裕仁) in 1928, and differed from the US Televox and England’s Eric in that it resembled the image of a man, and could write Sino-Japanese characters like the *karakuri* that preceded it in earlier centuries. In the Osaka *Mainichi Shinbun*, on his creation he wrote, “if one considers humans as the children of nature, artificial humans created by the hand of man are thus nature’s grandchildren.”\(^\text{21}\) In Buddhism, this is referred to as the *banbutus dokon*, the idea that all

---


\(^{19}\) The word robot is derived from the Czech word for forced labor (*labori*).

\(^{20}\) *Jinzo ningen* became *robotto* (*ロボット*) by 1928.

things emanate from the same source. Rather than artificial humans being perceived as unnatural and threatening to the human race, Nishimura’s creation positioned artificial life as natural and receptive to the interplay between humans and machines in everyday life.22

From their early origins of karakuri and Gakutensoku, artificial life would find greater affinity with Japanese audiences, particularly after the suffering it both endured and inflicted in the Second World War. The defeat brought an end to imperial Japan and the industrial economy and military machine it began building in the 19th century. By the end of the war, approximately three million Japanese people died. The bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 7 and August 10, 1945, which killed approximately 160,000 people, and the Soviet offensive in Manchukuo brought the war to an end. Emperor Hirohito’s voice was heard across the country as he came over the airwaves asking his Japanese compatriots to ‘endure the unendurable.’ Stripping the emperor of all but symbolic power, the constitution imposed by the United States forced Japan to commit to peace. Economic and technological growth became the means by which a postwar and newly pacified nation would rejuvenate itself from its war-torn past. The Japanese redirected their motivations from military to economic and technological nation-building (gijutsu rikkoku 技術立国) in the postwar era, a movement interwoven with Japan’s

cultural essence and national pride. Technological prowess became an extension of cultural exceptionalism.

Japan in the post-war era became oriented toward transformational change, disruption, and the future. By the 1970’s, the government and Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) issued several papers, outlining the long-term transformation of Japan into an information society (johoka shakai 情報化社会), referring to a post-industrial society where information and intellectual creativity, not material goods would become the driving forces of the economy and social life. The information society forecasted a utopian vision, an irresistible transformation with the power and potential offered by computers and communication.


24 Japan became a world economic power by 1970, though it was as early as 1962 that the term ‘miracle’ came to be associated with Japan’s rapid urbanization and postindustrial growth, as first published in The Economist. From 1950, Japan’s gross national product (GNP) would expand by an average rate of more than 10% for two decades. By the end of the 1970s, a sense of middle class was shared among the vast majority of Japan’s citizens and there was an equitable income distribution. The ability to retain and invest in raw materials, prewar industrialization from the mid-Meiji period, wartime expansion and fukoku kyōhei (rich country, strong army), and an economic policy of growth as ideology galvanized people and the nation to achieve unprecedented acceleration. Additionally, given Japan’s complex dependency on the US, post-war industrial developments (i.e. the war in Korea) and the special procurement of the US forces, brought about a rapid increase in production.


26 A receptiveness for artificial life can be seen in the literary and visual discourses and futuristic visions of Japan in early anime and manga of the post-war period, including the works of Osama Tezuka (手塚 治虫), coinciding with the beginnings of AI research in Japan and Alan Turing’s Turing Test. Rapid advancements began to take place in robotics and R&D expenditures to prepare for future technologies, as well as the growth of knowledge-intensive industries. He is most famous for his work Atomu Taishi (ambassador atom), a robot with a human soul. Tezukua’s work would greatly influence later fictional works with robotics and machines, including Ironman No. 28, Mobile Suit Gundam, and Neon Genesis Evangelion to name a few.
technologies.\textsuperscript{27} Futurist sociologist Yoneji Masuda, who was hugely influential in shaping public policy, proposed an ideal comp-utopian new world order, a paradise on earth where humans would be set free from the industrial work force, communication technologies and computers linking and integrating all societies, and homo-sapiens would become \textit{homo intelligens}.\textsuperscript{28} This exaggerated faith would bring an end to violence, war, inequality, and human suffering.\textsuperscript{29} Japan’s \textit{computopia} and government planning of significant structural and technological changes emerging from the 1970’s would continue into the 1980’s when Japan was at the height of its economic power. But Japan’s economic prowess would not last forever.\textsuperscript{30}

The good days of miraculous growth over the previous 30 years, however, would come to an end. The long-standing stagnation of the lost decade(s) would arguably have a larger effect on Japan than other industrial nations, given Japan’s unique positioning in the postwar era where technological prowess was the mobilizing force and unifying ideology under the long-ruling political party, the Liberal Democratic Party (\textit{Jiyū-Minshutō 自由民主党}) and an integral factor

\textsuperscript{27} Tessa Morris-Suzuki, \textit{Beyond Computopia} (New York: Routledge, 2015), 7-18.
\textsuperscript{29} “If industrial society is a society in which people have affluent material consumption, the information society will be a society in which the cognitive creativity of individuals flourishes throughout…a society in which everyone pursues the possibilities of his or her own future…It will be global, in which multi-centered voluntary communities of citizens participating voluntarily in shared goals and ideas flourish simultaneously throughout the world.” Yoneji Masuda, \textit{The Information Society as Post-industrial Society} (Washington, DC: World Future Society, 1983), 147.
\textsuperscript{30} By the turn of the decade, eight of the world’s top banks were Japanese; Japanese firms were buying up luxury items and destinations in America and elsewhere around the world, and setting up plants overseas. Japan even began to revel in excess and rampant consumerism. There were cafes in the capital of Tokyo serving gold-leafed coffee for a time.
of the iron triangle, long credited with Japan’s postwar miracle. The lost decade of the 1990’s would lay bare the national psyche and the deterioration of Japan’s postwar social compact.\textsuperscript{31,32}

**Lost Decade(s)**

The economic collapse and the lost decade (\textit{Ushinawareta Jūnen} 失われた十年) was a dramatic turning point for Japan, from which the country is still trying to recover. It heralded a very long period of recession, undoing job stability. Those who entered the job market during Japan’s lost decade in the 1990’s formed the nation’s lost generation, a nation newly defined by economic inequality and confronted with issues of a societal character: deviance, violence, loneliness, suicide, and a government-led nationalism to offset a wounded national pride.

Artificial Intelligence and evolutionary technologies began to be built and were deployed by government and corporate sectors in order to heal Japan’s economic and social wounds. These institutions did so without taking into full consideration the implications these machines might have in leading the lost generation further astray.

In December of 1990, the value of shares on the Tokyo Stock Exchange plummeted. The lost decade coincided with the beginning of the post-cold war period and the death of Emperor Hirohito (January 7, 1989), the same emperor who was stripped of his divinity by American occupiers 50 years prior and whose country had at the time of his death caught up to the US in

\textsuperscript{31}Iron Triangle refers to the LDP, the bureaucracy and Japan’s corporation nexus. \textit{Amakudari} or descent from heaven is the practice of bureaucrats being helped into roles within the industries they’ve spent their careers regulating.

terms of per capita GDP. Property values fell 87%, after rising rapidly in the years leading up to it. At its peak, all the land in Japan was worth about 18 trillion dollars, which was approximately four times the worth of the entire United States. Stocks too went downward, and the banks tried to raise the interest rates to resuscitate the market. The banks were crippled, and company balance sheets were wiped out completely. The notion of never-ending growth was over.

36 Yada Giichi encapsulates the feeling of anxiety during the recession period, which includes writings in the national newspaper about the end of mainstream consciousness. “For all of us who have been firmly confident about our mainstream life, the ground beneath our feet is shaking. With the economic future uncertain, enterprises have intensified their efforts at ‘restructuring’. The stability of the work environment is crumbling. Real-estate prices, counted on as a source of collateral and capital, are plunging. Stock values, already hard hit, seem headed for a further decline. Interest rates are extraordinarily low, eroding the value of savings. Yet medical and other basic costs are steadily rising. In addition, the only growth sector in the working world takes the form of part-time or ‘temp’ jobs. It is impossible for a regular full-time employee to continue at a job with any sense of security. There are no grounds for optimism. How does one live in an era when the once buoyant consciousness of the middle-class mainstream is surrounded by fog?” De Bary Wm. Theodore, Carol Gluck, and Arthur E. Tiedemann, Sources of Japanese Tradition, vol. 2 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006), 1111.
Up until the time of the recession and financial crisis, Japan had operated under a Japanese corporate paternalist model, which promoted lifetime employment over profitability (shūshin koyō), a seniority-based wage structure (nenkō jōretsu chingin), and company-based unionism (kigyōbetsu kumiai). It was implemented to ensure a stable and harmonious social order. Each company too was recognized as a family unit. The sarariman (サラリマン) was the center of this model unit. The sararimen were corporate, middle-class employees who worked for large companies, which first became established in the early postwar period. The sarariman came to signify not only corporate culture, workaholics who extol long hours, but the pinnacle of an idealized masculinity and ideology, which other young men were to become through their life course.37 With rapid industrialization emerged the public-private separation and gendered divisions of labor, with men occupying the public sphere of work, becoming the mainstay of the family. Women, however were located within the private sphere of family and child-rearing, in some ways as constrained as they had been during the early Showa period.38 39

39 Ezra Vogel’s book, Japan’s New Middle Class, writes about the appeal of the sarariman dynamic and the paternalistic relationship between Japan’s companies and their salaried workers. In it, he writes the following: “Although the search for security has rational components, as mentioned before, it has been heightened by the many upheavals in the lifetime of the average adult and by the difficulty which the contemporary urban parent had in finding a long-term livelihood when he was young. For the urban resident, a job in a large corporation is as close as one can come to the security that country relatives have by belonging to a household firmly attached to land and the local community. Just as obtaining land is thought to secure the future of a family in the next generation, so does a job in a large corporation provide long-range security and insure that one’s children can be given a proper position in life.” Ezra F. Vogel and Suzanne Hall Vogel, Japan's New Middle Class: The Salary Man and His Family in a Tokyo Suburb (Berkeley, Calif: University of California Press, 1991), 42.
40 The sararimen were not only the breadwinners who supported their families, but the symbolic personification of a Japan transformed and restored from the defeat of war. Though
With the intensification of transnational globalization and market competition, and the prolonged state of economic stagnation and recession in the 1990’s, businesses no longer felt compelled to keep the old paternalistic business model alive. The *sararimen* were often referred to as corporate warriors (*kigyo senshi*), a reference to an embedded samurai mentality from the feudal period and a devotion to duty. It’s a telling reference point, as the *sararimen* like the samurai who preceded them would no longer serve as the rulers of the country in the face of technological disruptions. AI and robots were used to ease Japan’s labor shortage, diminishing already scarce opportunities for the lost generation.

In 1995, there was a publication of a report by *Nikkeiren*, entitled *Japanese-style Management in the New Era* (*shinjidai no Nihon-teki keiei*), in which emerged two keywords, including independence (*jiritsu*) and diversity (*tayosei*) to carry out a de-regulatory agenda. Workers had to think and act independently; no longer to rely on the tenure and long-term commitment at corporate firms, they would be paid on the basis of their merit, not their seniority. This new system stood in direct contrast to the *Nihon-teki keie* that preceded it, for firms to more closely align with globalization. This was a major shift, as it meant that Japanese society now asked its citizens to depend less upon the company and more on their own interests, self-reliance and individualism. Thus, both firms and the government would play a smaller role in citizens’ lives, helping to usher in further uncertainty.\(^{41}\)

Ongoing effects of economic stagnation led to steady deregulation and flexibility of Japan’s capital and financial markets, weaker labor laws, and corporate pursuits of cheap labor in hopes of continuing to be globally competitive. A public loss of confidence and trust in Japanese institutions and corporations began manifesting at a critical juncture of recession and global divisions of labor, and as technologies became more cybernetic and ever more powerful, and as AI continued to make major breakthroughs and advances, including humanoid robots. Techno-scientific changes would lead to profound social consequences, a breakdown in social life and family, to which the Japanese business-government nexus have still not properly accounted for as it continues onward with a techno-centric, utopian vision it ushered in approximately 80 years ago as part of its post and post-postwar strategies.

**ユートピア (Utopia) and AI**

This section highlights the utopian visions linked to Japan’s efforts to use AI in order to reverse the economic and social breakdowns that surfaced during the lost decade(s), as outlined in government publications, including *Innovation 25* (2007), *New Robot Strategy* (2015), and *Japan Revitalization Strategy* (2017). In looking at this vision through Japan’s lens, we can better understand Japan’s vision and some of the underlying reasons for the country’s

---

decision-making; at the same, I demonstrate that Japan’s visions do not provide a clear recognition of dangers that are implicit in the emergence of artificial intelligence.

By the year 2000, it was estimated that half of the world’s robotics were located in Japan. Robots and AI began being deployed for use in the service and civilian sectors with the intention to address the malaise from the lost decade(s), from which Japan is still trying to heal. Rather than usher in mass social disruption, Japan’s government and corporate sectors believed technological innovations including AI and robotics could be harnessed to solve society’s ills.43

Among the many societal ills from the lost decade(s) are Japan’s aging population and labor shortages. It is estimated that Japan’s population over the age of 65 is 26% and the percentage is set to rise steeply to 38.8% by 2050. This will intensify the financial burden on the working-age population. Furthermore, 20 million people are set to disappear from workplaces in the coming years, especially in sectors that affect the elderly, including the nursing sector. In Tokyo, for example, there are already two job openings for every applicant. This suggests those who will retire in coming decades will face vulnerabilities.444546

To address and mitigate this shortcoming, the Japanese government under Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has proposed long-term strategic guidelines under Innovation 25 and Japan

Revitalization Strategy. The ambitious and well-intentioned project echoes the documents under Japan’s Economic Planning Agencies and MITI in the late 1960’s of a utopian vision of the future. The 25 of the title refers to 2025, when Japan will reinvent society with innovative technologies. A major component of this strategy is the proliferation of AI and robotics ahead of the Olympic and Paralympic games to be held in Tokyo in 2020. The strategy initiative outlines the eventual automation of everything, as well as mass-produced human-care robots who will make up for the shortage of able-bodies to care for the elderly. Some of these care-bots have already been deployed, including Honda’s Asimo and Fujisoft’s Palro, which can help the elderly and others with basic tasks and stimulate brain function. Additionally, there is Paro (personal robot), a therapeutic harp seal, which has shown to have positive effects on health, including mood and levels of stress of people in elder-care facilities. This market is set to increase to 3.7 billion by 2035, according to Japan’s New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization and METI. This development occurs at a time when human caregivers’ abuse of elders has seen a steep rise.\textsuperscript{47,48} Robots offer clear advantages over their human counterparts, and can help decrease high rates of neglect and mistreatment. Because robots can be available 24 hours a day and store large amounts of computational data, they are effective for elderly people with cognitive impairments and memory loss; they ensure that patients can take the right doses at the right time. It also makes “aging in place” possible so elderly can stay where they choose and receive help they need for as long as they need.\textsuperscript{49}

To some degree, AI does have real benefits in offsetting the issues facing the elderly. Robots such as Paro and Roboear are utilized as a strategy to tackle issues of loneliness amongst the elderly. In 2000, a corpse was found lying at a home in Shizuoka Prefecture. The man died in the confines of his home, having laid there for three years without anyone noticing. This case gained nationwide attention, a problem which has been coined as *kodokushi* (lonely death). It is estimated that 30,000 people a year die “lonely deaths”, which will rise with the increase in the elderly population. Paro and other care-bots demonstrate initiatives for robotics to care for patients, and to ensure that those without family members are looked after and get the proper treatment they need. Because these initiatives are still in their early phases, however, it remains to be seen whether robots can ever replace human caregivers and family members who exhibit sensitivity and affection. While machine caregivers are increasingly able to fulfill patients’ physical needs, their ability to create and foster empathetic relationships with humans is still largely met with skepticism.

Elderly are not the only ones who find themselves alone and who can benefit. The *hikikomori* (ひきこもり), which translates as withdrawal and refers to people who shut themselves off from the world around them, affect over a half a million people, including an estimated 20-30% who identify as women. The number is disproportionately male, given the

---

higher expectations that are imposed on Japanese men in society. *Hikikomori* find themselves on the periphery, and suffer from depression, pressure, and anxiety from a society that emphasizes total dedication to success and a stigma associated with social failure and standing. Rather than interact socially and work, they spend their time playing video games, reading manga, and watching television. They are typically taken care of by their families, whose members aren’t entirely sure how to help their children as opportunities have changed greatly over a generation. Up to 30% of social recluses have shut themselves in their home for 10 years or longer. Anti-social behavior has also led to incidents of violence, and brought the *hikikomori* into national spotlight. This includes the hijacking of a bus and stabbing of a passenger to death by a 17-year old recluse boy in 2000, as well as the Fusako Sano kidnapping, who was held in captivity by a *hikikomori* for nearly a decade. The potential assistance that robotics can provide the *hikikomori* could go a long way toward reversing these trends.

---

53 *Otaku* is often used interchangeably with *hikikomori*. While many *otaku* can become *hikikomori*, *otaku* refers to someone who has obsessive interest, including in areas of manga, anime, and cosplay.


The government wants to mobilize the country’s social recluses, as well as deter high suicide rates, which is the second highest in OECD countries. If robotics and AI can help in in the medical industry—i.e. detecting cancer and other symptoms and diseases—they can also provide mental health support and services. It is proposed that technological developments and diffusion of robotics can help *hikikomori* and those with suicidal tendencies re-integrate into society, find happiness, and contribute to the world’s third largest economy. If it is possible to alleviate anti-social behavior, then it may too be possible to alleviate incidents of violence associated with it. This may bode well not only for the young *hikikomori*, but also the elderly age group, where there have been sharp rises in criminal offenses over the last decade, from roughly 80 per 100,000 residents between 1995 and 2005 to 162 per 100,000 residents between 2005 and 2015. If the government’s vision is true, then social stability will be created for various populations and groups—a worthy goal. While these positive outcomes are hypothetical, should it come to pass, the government and corporate nexus will be validated.

One development, however, pushes the boundaries of robotics in ways that could be dangerous and needs more oversight and examination. In particular, the government is proposing

---


that AI can solve the labor shortage, birth rate issues, and take the place of jobs. But at what human cost?

The New Robot Strategy, part of Japan’s Innovation 25 blueprint first created in 2007, was published in 2015. It aims for a robot revolution, a robot-barrier free society where humans and machines interact and collaborate with one another. They will, according to the report, “help release humans from cumbersome tasks and enrich interaction for a higher quality of life than ever.” The publication also states that further development of state-of-the-art AI technologies is essential as it continues to grow in importance and to continue to compete globally. Notably, other countries are also pursuing their own initiatives with AI systems, including Singapore’s ‘Smart Nation Initiative’, China’s ‘Made in China 2025’ and South Korea’s ‘Comprehensive Countermeasures on Artificial Intelligence Society’.61626364

The government proposes that Robots and AI technologies will also result in the resolution of labor shortages. According to the report, Japan is now facing one of the worst labor shortages in its modern history. This stems from a consistently low-birth rate from the lost decade. Another twenty million are set to disappear from workplaces in the coming decades. Japan and its citizens are already beginning to see robots make up for the labor gap and help with short-term economic growth and gains. The use of machines to reduce or replace human labor

will bestow great benefits on companies to reduce their production costs, increase quality and profits. According to a study by Research Institute of Economy, Trade, and Industry (RIETI), Japan’s annual growth rate has averaged 0.9% between 1990 and 2011, contrasting 4.4% between 1970 and 1990.\(^5\) It is also very cheap. The financial services company and investment bank, Citigroup estimates that the gains in use of robots in the automotive industry is less than one year in Japan.\(^6\)

Examples include Vevo, a bear-shaped robot, who is filling much-needed schoolteacher vacancies in nurseries with a 2.17 job-to-applicant ratio, a profession that is low-wage and is known for having poor working conditions.\(^7\) In healthcare, it is expected that four in five recipients will have support by robots by the year 2020.\(^8\) Widespread deployment of AI and robotics can be seen in industries from farming, fishery, food and agriculture, social services, government, corporate and banking sectors, as part of Japan’s goal to develop public use of AI by 2025.\(^9\) By 2030, the country forecasts having a fully-integrated and merged AI ecosystem.

---


\(^9\) In government, they are being tested to help civil servants draft answers for ministers during cabinet meetings and parliamentary sessions. In farming, there is the story of Makoto Koike who utilizes deep-learning algorithms to sort cucumbers and increase productivity at his family’s farm in Shizuoka. Justin McCurry, "Japanese Company Replaces Office Workers with
The claim that robotics will offshoot labor shortages deserves further examination, especially when taking into consideration non-regular employees, women who continue to face discrimination and are relegated to irregular positions, and people outside the workforce who do not enjoy job security, or the benefits associated with full-time work. This will be explored in greater detail in the following section.

According to *Innovation* 25, robots can also revert the birth-rate drop. It is stipulated that the gains from AI could provide humans with new forms of leisure while allowing them to maintain their quality of life, not necessarily the obsolescence of labor. The report provides a glimpse in the day of the life of a fictional family 20 years into the future. Inobe-kun is a robot who is primarily tasked with household duties, taking care of the children and other services to free up the mother in the story to pursue other aims. This persuasive narrative encourages women to have children and to stabilize the traditional family model. This comes at a time when many Japanese people are delaying getting married. Japan is having far less children than it once did, and it’s estimated that the population will decrease to roughly 86 million by 2060. (Having children outside marriage only constitutes 2%.)  

Japan has also emerged as a relationless society (*muen shakai 無縁社会*), where young men and women are not having sex either. Single-person households have risen in recent years, and currently one-third of Japan’s population lives alone.  

Toyota, which is investing heavily in AI technologies, introduced Kirobo Mini in 2016, a robot that mimics a real child and designed to trigger human

---


emotions. Though applications like Kirobo Mini are intended to encourage Japanese couples to bear children, they do not address the underlying reasons that have caused Japan’s decreasing population. The intensification of transnational capitalist production has had far-reaching effects in Japan, including the dismantling of the corporate welfare system, unstable and fragile work conditions, and social and family disenfranchisement.

AI and robotics are undoubtedly the future. Half of all jobs in Japan could be performed by robots by as early as 2035, according to the Nomura Research Institute. They will strengthen productivity in the marketplace and economy, enhance workers’ abilities to do their work more quickly and efficiently (as in the case of Makoto Koike), demand side management, and expand creativity.

Yet, with all these developments and potential solutions—to labor shortages, birth rates and jobs—and as intelligent software continues to outpace neural networks, many questions still remain about the ethical and social implementation of machines and what comes next for the human agenda. Some of the darker ramifications of biotechnological engineering and AI, in a period of physical scarcity and vulnerabilities in a Japanese context, raises concerns that are not fully explored or investigated. *Innovation 25* and *Japan Revitalization Strategy*, and its many

---


predecessors dating back to the late 1960’s expounds upon an ushering in a tech-driven utopic vision in an abundant harmonious society. But will it instead bring us something else entirely?

Technology will have unprecedented benefits and much progress has already been made in the field of AI and robotic sectors. Yet, it is also true that the country continues to bear the costs of the lost decade and social malaise, including a shrinking and aging population, inequality, neo-nationalisms, a rise in violence, and isolation. Various social and economic pressures, once reserved as state responsibility, have shifted to the individual in a post-insurance, cybernetic, and placeless society. Individuals, both young and old, bear responsibility for their own lives in a period of broken human connectivity. The world in which they live, far from resembling the day in the life of the Inobe family, is instead one of an increasingly fragile future of internal malfunctions and uncertainties. To what extent does AI and a robotic revolution really alleviate some of the aforementioned adverse conditions, as is postulated by the government-business nexus, and to what degree will it further impact, if not accelerate some of Japan’s internal malfunctions?

ディストピア(Dystopia) and AI

While the use of machines will bestow great benefits, particularly for companies, these developments may not be good for the majority of Japan’s citizens. A range of observations, empirical evidence, and numerous predictions counter the government narrative and notions that AI is a positive development for Japan.

Japan began deploying humanoid robots during the lost decade(s), a period of lost human-to-human connectivity and malaise to address societal challenges facing the country, particularly in areas of health and social care for the vulnerable young and elderly communities. These communities are lonely, and AI signals further dehumanization of Japanese society as they
forge human-to-machine connections. In areas of internet AI, research has indicated heavy use of social media platforms have led to increases in depression and further social isolation and suicide among Japanese adolescents.7576

While supporting the stigmatized and people in need is admirable, the notion of resolving emotional issues through AI is problematic. In a 2015 Pew Research survey, it was indicated that empathy could be connected virtually, but that it was only one-sixth as effective in making the recipient feel socially supported. In other words, a human-to-human hug far outweighed an emoji or text message. Using robots too may cause further social deterioration, particularly in vulnerable communities where machine interaction can be utilized as alternatives to being sociable or getting emotional support from humans.77 This could have deleterious effects for groups like hikikomori, who already withdraw themselves from society in the confines of their homes.78

The growing use of robots also creates challenges and further breakdown in the area of sex and relationships. Robots and android dolls are being created for sexual gratification, raising serious ethical issues regarding consent and agency. In Japan, where many young adults are

unmarried, lonely, and struggle to find companionship, in part because of socioeconomic stresses, the artificial love industry provides a level of convenience when love can be hard to find. But this industry’s approach also raises major concerns about the relations between the sexes. Sentient sexboxes that have the capacity to simulate consent could foster rape, sexual abuse and violence, and a disrespect for the opposite sex with real humans. Furthermore, even more basic compliant robots that are on the market today, which are built to service their owners could have negative effects on understandings of the sexes.\(^7^9\)

Shin Takagi, who struggles with pedophilic tendencies, started a company called Trottla manufacturing child-like sex dolls to help pedophiles fight their impulses, or rather to provide them a safer outlet by which to express their sexual impulses. While the company has not marketed autonomous sex robots (yet), it signals that Japan could begin to market AI child sex robots in the not-too-distant-future. Only in 2014 did the country’s parliament ban child pornography, which did not include banning of manga and anime that feature children—which continues to be legal. Child sexual abuse is also increasing, hitting record-highs in 2017. While research has not yet been conducted as to whether or not child sex robots/dolls can stave off sex offenders, cognitive-behavioral theory suggests that engaging in sex with robots/dolls would lead to greater tendency to reoffend.\(^8^0\)

In re-examining *Innovation* 25, which was first released in 2007, Japan’s posture to reinforce sexual divisions of labor becomes evident. In the fictional life of the Inobe family, Inobe-Kun takes on the role of substitute mother, allowing the mother in the story to pursue other


aims and interests, including bearing children. The current administration has iterated that women’s skills are not being properly utilized, and made the empowering of women a part of the economic pillar of the government reform program, known as Abenomics. Yet Japan’s global gender gap report by the World Economic Forum ranks Japan at 114 out of 144 countries. At present, the vast majority of women are relegated to part-time, non-regular positions. Many women too quit their jobs when they give birth, facing challenges as they return to work while raising children in male-dominated spaces that require long hours, forcing them to make a choice between a family and a career. There is also *matahara* (maternity harassment), which is the abuse of pregnant and post-pregnant women in the workplace. A futuristic Japan will not further the full use of women’s capabilities, but instead re-emphasize the belief that women belong in the home and help ensure the traditional family model remains intact at a time when non-traditional families and single mothers are on the rise.

Artificial intelligence and robotics will also disproportionately affect those who are least equipped to bear them. *Freeters* (フリーター furītā), those who lack full-time employment, including part-time and temporary contract positions, are particularly vulnerable to the diffusion

---


of advancing technologies. Part-time work now accounts for 40 percent of Japan’s workforce.\textsuperscript{86} These workers may work as many hours or more than full-time workers, but receive less benefits than full-time colleagues. Many are not covered under national healthcare, do not receive pay hikes, bonuses, or allowances for retirement, and have less legal protections than full-time workers.\textsuperscript{88} This phenomenon also reflects a loss of manufacturing jobs, and greater wealth disparity has begun to take shape and will continue into the foreseeable future as technologies continue advancing apace, undoing Japan’s social equality, what is referred as “100 million all in the middle class (ichi oku sochuryu). Even if some jobs are not replaced, low-skilled jobs become more redundant, and their wages are suppressed.\textsuperscript{89}

Neets (not in education, employment, or training) are also disproportionately affected by the disruptions of technological change. Neets are between the ages of 15 and 34, single, and are not actively seeking work. This is an important distinction, as Japan’s Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications announced that the unemployment rate had fallen 2.4 percent, bringing it to the lowest rate in 24 years.\textsuperscript{90} The unemployment rate does not consider Freeters

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{87} Freeter is composed of the word free in English and the German word \textit{Arbeiter} (worker).
\item \textsuperscript{89} Michael Cucek, "Mr. Abe and His "100 Million,"," Mr. Abe and His "100 Million", December 1, 2015, accessed April 30, 2018, http://www.fccj.or.jp/number-1-shimbun/item/709-mr-abe-and-his-100-million/709-mr-abe-and-his-100-million.html.
\item \textsuperscript{90} "Japan's Jobless Rate Falls to 24-year Low of 2.4% in January," The Japan Times, March 2, 2018, accessed April 30, 2018, https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2018/03/02/business/economy-business/japans-jobless-rate-falls-24-year-low-2-4-january/.
\end{itemize}
and unstable income, or Neets, who are not actively looking for work, and whose numbers have been growing over the long-term in Japan (from 480,000 to 640,000 between 1999 and 2009). Neets and Freeters are mainly comprised of the young with low-level educational attainment. Neets too are also those who are unwilling to work, contrasting the notion of the masculine, hard-working sarariman, which has been disintegrating for the past 30 years. Against the backdrop of transnational capital and AI, the shinjidai no Nihon-teki keiei and more flexible and precarious contract agreements, jobless youth are deeply vulnerable to long-term poverty and uncertainty. Labor-saving technologies and AI will make it ever more difficult for Neets to rejoin the workforce, and may discourage them from even trying. This mirrors historian Yuval Noah Harari’s prediction that the AI revolution will create a new useless class (useless from a political and economic standpoint), those who are unemployed and unemployable.  

While low-skilled jobs are more vulnerable to technological unemployment, they are not the only jobs susceptible to loss. In Japan, a wide variety of jobs could be given over to computers and AI with 55% of Japanese jobs at risk of loss, which is higher than the OECD estimation at 9%. That number is significant, discrediting the assumption that AI will not be

93 Nobuaki Hamaguchi and Keisuke Kondo, "Regional Employment and Artificial Intelligence in Japan," March 18, 2018, accessed April 30, 2018, https://06ab0b75-a-62cb3a1a-sites.googlegroups.com/site/keisukekondokk/research/HK_REAIJ.pdf?attachauth=ANoY7c7qTZWYBK70G0EV666kF7zXelkAlimTXss3z5rDhIL_QRcGsRyFgNrUUKA9a4401X7h8i8QZbmBAgdisJMk_xt2ALr5hAUunTA4aER02FaXfngvU010g4tX80mIWyc4e1xq8r2unRWUhZK1KEsEfZjc7ua3_W_SzusUIRFPt0TX3Wlql1zk1pgzvb4FcuMOUHDgJgFzBf1Bmsz7Ug2lj3Nzu4ppoOU.Uri0xV8hauC yhtMg%3D&attredirects=0.
able to compete with white-collar positions in terms of cognitive and intellectual power. In 2017, 34 employees were replaced with AI’s IBM Watson at the Fukoku Mutual Life Insurance Firm. And if Todai Robot, a machine that has been programmed to take the entrance examination at the prestigious University of Tokyo, is outsmarting 80% of other students, then AI can compete in any job sector.\footnote{The examination consists of seven sections, including math, English, science, and an essay-writing portion. Chris Weller, "A Robot Did Better than 80% of Students on the University of Tokyo Entrance Exam," \textit{Business Insider}, September 06, 2017, accessed April 30, 2018, http://www.businessinsider.com/robot-beat-most-students-on-university-tokyo-entrance-exam-2017-9.}

According to the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission, 50% of US firms were founded after 1975, yet in Japan the number is at a dismal 2%. Unless there are incentives for new businesses, ventures and ideas, it is very likely that AI will outpace job growth, and lead to further widespread socio-economic inequality and disparity.\footnote{Justin McCurry, "Japanese Company Replaces Office Workers with Artificial Intelligence," \textit{The Guardian}, January 5, 2017, accessed April 30, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jan/05/japanese-company-replaces-office-workers-artificial-intelligence-ai-fukoku-mutual-life-insurance.}

While more and more people in Japan will be susceptible to technological unemployment, under-employment, and stability deterioration, one of the strong motivations for automation is to address Japan’s demographic challenges. While economists and analysts have advised Japan to look to immigration to address increased labor shortages and an aging population, the country has been reluctant to open its doors to the outside. Immigration laws

\footnote{Kakusa Shakai (a society of widening gaps) became a major buzzword in 2006 and 2007 to sum up Japan’s new image, contrasting the 1970’s and 80’s when there was a sense that the country was becoming more affluent and equality was spreading.}

remain stringent; thus far, there have only been traineeships on temporary work visas.\textsuperscript{98} In 2017, the country received nearly 20,000 applications from asylum seekers but only accepted 20.\textsuperscript{99} Further loosening of immigration policy is politically difficult, and it is also largely opposed in the country where citizens fear that immigration could lead to an erosion of Japanese identity. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and the LDP cited concerns of crime rates and less opportunities for Japanese citizens when discussing the issue of immigration.\textsuperscript{100} Foreign residents in Japan make up a small fraction, at 2\% of the population, with the majority hailing from neighboring countries including China and Korea.\textsuperscript{101}

Whereas immigration can help solve some of Japan’s challenges in the coming years and decades, the country is instead turning to humanoid robotics and AI. Robotics help sustain the notion of Japan as an ethnically homogenous nation and the uniqueness of their cultural identity. The re-emphasis of cultural neo-nationalism, racial and cultural homogeneity, largely an outcome or rather the failure of globalization, comes at a time when anti-immigration, protectionist stances are becoming more widespread globally. Prime Minister Abe is also looking to revise Article 9 of the pacifist constitution, which calls for the complete renunciation of war,


and which was enacted by U.S. occupiers in 1947.\textsuperscript{102} In addition, robots and AI are being deemed by the government as preferable to immigrants from neighboring countries, in Korea, China, and Southeast Asia where historical issues and historical memory continue to haunt Japan’s relations with its neighbors. Robots and AI play into the xenophobia that defined Meiji-era politics, the divisive war memories surrounding Japan’s constitution and new remilitarization efforts.

Another development that requires more attention is the use of robots in the context of military and defense. While much focus has been placed on Japan’s robot revolution ahead of the Tokyo Olympics in 2020, little attention has been given to the development and use of intelligent robotic weapons in the wake of a potentially amended constitution. Developments in exoskeletons and unmanned vehicles for Japan’s Self-Defense Forces have already occurred, and an amended constitution would give Japan the ability to develop cutting-edge technologies including weapons with varying degrees of autonomy that have the potential to change the very character of war, including the void of legal and human responsibility.\textsuperscript{103} These developments further complicate the geopolitical situation in the Asia-Pacific, already the most militarized region in the world where an AI arms race is generating insecurity, where tensions remain high.


(on issues historical and territorial) and nationalist sentiment is evident. The government and military sectors should further examine these applications so that they can propose ways to better predict, prevent, and mitigate the threats that AI poses in Japan and Japan’s international relations.

**Discussion and Further Research**

Artificial Intelligence is a complex issue that requires knowledge and expertise in various realms from neuroscience and cognitive science to philosophy and the humanities. It is worth mentioning that many scientists working directly in the field of artificial intelligence view AI’s problems as either implausible or a mere distraction, unlike scholars in the social scientists and humanities. While we are not certain if and when artificial intelligence will be to possess reasoning capabilities that are indistinguishable from human beings, we do know that machines raise urgent questions about the meaning and future of the human agenda and spiritual life.

In Japan, the techno-utopia that the country envisions is a Faustian bargain. By that, I don’t mean that AI will inevitably lead to an existential demise or that it shouldn’t be developed to its full capacity. Instead, I believe that in its current capacity, AI will accelerate development for corporations but will not improve living standards or foster inclusive growth in Japan. It will further deteriorate an already precarious future for the vast majority of citizens, which began in the 1990’s with the death of the *sarariman* and the implementation of *shinjidai no Nihon-teki keiei*. In the realm of social AI and robots, humanoid robotics will help offshoot labor shortages,

---

but will further deteriorate human-to-human connectivity and bolster dangerous nationalist and xenophobic impulses.

Further research is warranted that examines public-opinion in Japan on AI and its implications. This is crucial as the visions that are outlined in *Innovation 25, New Robot Strategy*, and *Japan Revitalization Strategy* are dominated by profit-seeking corporations and governmental bureaucrats. Japan’s public will be most affected by technological disruptions. The survey below—and other tools like it—can help us examine the complicated implications of AI, and fully examine Japan’s posture to establish itself as an AI and robotic nation. It can uncover the concerns of Japanese citizens regarding AI in terms of sex and relationships, the relationship of power and inequality in human enhancement capabilities, and establishing income and finding employment. The ultimate question we must seek to answer is this: Do the visions laid out by the government and corporate leaders align with the views of the Japanese public? If these two perspectives are in dissonance, what bridges can we build to reconcile them?

**Afterword**

While it is beyond the scope of this essay to conduct a survey, I have formulated one in order to offer a possible tool for future research. Data gained from such surveys represent positive first steps toward assessing AI and its impact on Japan (and in other national and cultural contexts):

**Survey**

1. When will AI exceed human performance?
   
   10
   
   20
   
   30
2. Japan’s *Robot Strategy* and *Innovation 25* initiatives seeks to establish Japan as an AI and robotics superpower. Do you think that the benefits of AI will outweigh negative consequences?

Quite Likely

Likely

About Even

Unlikely

Quite Unlikely

3. Should Japanese society prioritize AI safety research?

Yes

No

4. Humans and robots will peacefully coexist.
5. AI will lead to the end of the human race.
   Quite Likely
   Likely
   About Even
   Unlikely
   Quite Unlikely

6. AI will lead to the enhancement of the human race.
   Quite Likely
   Likely
   About Even
   Unlikely
   Quite Unlikely

7. Would the enhancement of humans via biomedical technologies (i.e. gene editing and chip implants) lead to further inequality in Japan?
8. Scientists warn that rapid developments in AI and robotics threatens the prospect of mass unemployment. Do you think this is also likely in Japan, where 70% of companies face labor shortages and a declining population?

Quite Likely

Likely

About Even

Unlikely

Quite Unlikely

9. Do you believe massive unemployment is possible?

Quite Likely

Likely

About Even

Unlikely

Quite Unlikely
10. If you answered about even, likely, or quite likely, would you encourage a universal basic income in Japan?

Yes

No

11. Do you think humanoid robots can help solve social problems in Japan, for example with regard to loneliness in vulnerable communities, i.e. elderly and hikikomori?

Quite Likely

Likely

About Even

Unlikely

Quite Unlikely

12. Do you think child sex robots can be used to stop sex offenders?

Quite Likely

Likely

About Even

Unlikely, quite unlikely

13. If you answered about even, unlikely, or quite unlikely, should they be made illegal?

Yes

No
14. Where in Japan are you from?

15. Which age bracket do you fall under?
   - 01-18 [ ]
   - 19-30 [ ]
   - 31-50 [ ]
   - 51-70 [ ]
   - 71-90 [ ]

16. Please provide any comments, thoughts, or suggestions about any of the survey questions.

Finally, further research that takes into account the importance of Japanese value-systems in formulating a roadmap that integrates machine-learning ethics could become ever more important as threats and ethical concerns increase. While I have not learned of a Japanese charter on AI ethics, South Korea drafted one in 2007. In thinking about a Japanese AI charter, we must consider creating compassionate ethical machines as well as regulations that reflect a broad set of
inclusive values; we might consider Buddhist and Shinto traditions and virtues in formulating what that might look like.
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